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1 Introduction

This is a proposal to encode the Sindhi script in the Universal Character Set (UCS). The script described
here is the Landa-based writing system that was standardized by the Government of Bombay in 1868. It is
not related to the Arabic-based script used presently for writing the Sindhi language. The proposed script is
intended to serve as the representative for the majority of the Landa-based scripts used in Sindh (see Section
3 for details on the proposed unification).

The recommendations made here are based upon a discussion of Sindhi and other scripts of the Landa family
in the following documents:

• N3766 L2/10-011 “A Roadmap for Scripts of the Landa Family”
• N3767 L2/10-012R “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Sindhi Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
• N3768 L2/10-013R “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Landa Script in ISO/IEC 10646”

The present document is a supplement to N3767 L2/10-012R. It provides additional details that will facilitate
the encoding and implementation of Sindhi, including background information, a revision of the code chart
and names list, and the inclusion of new specimens. An ISO/IEC 10646 proposal summary form is also
enclosed.

2 Overview

The Sindhi script proposed for encoding was published as a standard by the Government of Bombay in
1868.1 It was used for writing and printing the Sindhi [snd] language, which is spoken in Pakistan and India.
This official script was known as ‘Hindu Sindhi’ and ‘Hindi Sindhi’; the adjectives ‘Hindu’ and ‘Hindi’
refer to the derivation of the script from an ‘Indian’ (ie. Brahmi) model in order to distinguish it from an
Arabic-based script for Sindhi that was developed by the Government of Bombay in 1852. The script is
referred to here as ‘Standard Sindhi’ and ‘Sindhi’.

1 Grierson 1919: 18.
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The creation of a formal Brahmi-based script for Sindhi was driven by the need for a standard writtenmedium
for education and administration.2 The intention was to use a script that would be familiar to merchant com-
munities, who already employed various local Landa scripts, such as Khudawadi and Shikarpuri (see N3767
L2/10-012R for details). These scripts were used for routine writing and commercial purposes and were
known as hatạ̄ī ‘shopkeeper’, vānịko ‘merchant’, etc. They were unstandardized scripts whose character
repertoires and glyph shapes differed widely across Sindh, from district to district. Moreover, they were
considered ‘incomplete’ scripts, as indicated by the name lanḍạ̄ (Punjabi: ਲੰਡਾ laṃdạ̄; Sindhi: لنڊو / लुंडो
luṃdọ; ‘tailless, clipped’). The term ‘clipped’ refers to general characteristics of the writing system, such as
the absence of vowel signs, the use of one letter for writing all independent vowels, representing various con-
sonants within an articulation class using a single letter, inattention to word spacing and phrase boundaries,
and other shorthand practices. Such inconsistencies prevented the use of these scripts in administration,
education, and publishing.

Standard Sindhi was established as a ‘complete’ script that could be used for fully representing the languages
of Sindh. It was developed by Narayan Jagannath Vaidya, the Deputy Educational Inspector in Sindh.3 The
standard is based upon the Khudawadi script used in Hyderabad, which was the most complete and well-
regarded of the Landa scripts of Sindh. To the Khudawadi template were added some glyphic elements from
the scripts used in Shikarpuri and Sakkar, which were also among the more developed Sindhi scripts. The
main improvement introduced by Vaidya was the assignment of unique glyphs to each vowel and consonant
sound of the Sindhi language, and the addition of vowel signs. A comparison of the original Khudawadi
script and its Standard Sindhi form is given in Figure 7.

The script was first used for producing books for primary education and for maintaining court records. It
was then extended to literary activities. The first books published in Standard Sindhi were lithographs, such
as the Sindhi ballad Dodo Chanesar (see Figure 4). By 1870, books were being printed in Standard Sindhi
using metal types produced in Bombay.4 At least two metal fonts were prepared, specimens of which appear
in Figure 3 and Figure 11; the fonts used in the latter specimen appear to be produced in Vienna. The first
literary journal, titled Sukhiri, was printed in the script in 1899.5 After the turn of the 20th century the
British and Foreign Bible Society printed translations of Christian religious texts into the Sindhi language
using ‘Hindu Sindhi’ (see Figure 5 and Figure 6).

After the turn of the 20th century, Standard Sindhi was replaced by the Arabic-based Sindhi script. This
extended Arabic script is currently the official writing system for Sindhi in Pakistan and India. Sindhi is also
written in the Devanagari script in India. The use of Landa-based scripts in modern-day Sindh and in Sindhi
communities in India and elsewhere has all but disappeared.

3 A Unified Encoding for the Scripts of Sindh

Numerous Landa-based scripts were used in Sindh (see N3767 L2/10-012R). Several of these are named
after the region, community, and commercial activities with which they were associated: Arora, Baniya,
Bhatia, Hyderabadi (Haidarabadi), Karadi, Khudawadi (Khudabadi), Khwaja (Khojki), Hatai, Hatvanika,
Larai, Lohanaki (Lohana), Maimon, Rajai, Sakkar, Shikarpuri, Sewhani Bhabhira, Thatta (Thattai), Vaniya,
Wangai, Waniko, etc. The majority of these scripts exhibit features fitting the description of Landa as an
‘incomplete’ script. Apart from Khojki and Khudawadi, these scripts are not sufficiently developed to be
encoded independently in the UCS.

2 Government of Bombay 1869: 213. 3 Hughes 1876: 373. 4 Government of Bombay 1874: 262. 5 Datta 1987: 1892.
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Therefore, if the need arises to represent any of these ‘minor’ Sindhi scripts, they should be unified with the
script proposed here. A unified block for Sindhi based upon Standard Sindhi provides an effective means
for managing the various local Sindhi scripts and for supporting the structural and orthographic features that
distinguish them from other scripts of the Landa family, such as the forms used for writing languages of the
Lahnda [lah] group, eg. the Multani or Kirakki script for Seraiki [skr].

The Standard Sindhi script is an appropriate representative for a unified block for all Landa-based Sindhi
scripts. It is modeled upon the well-regarded Khudawadi form and may be considered an extention of that
script. It possesses the complete character repertoire necessary for uniquely representing sounds of the Sindhi
languages. Moreover, its glyph shapes are attested in several other local Sindhi script varieties.

The exception to the unification of Sindhi scripts is Khojki, which has been proposed for independent en-
coding on the basis of its use as a literary and ecclesiastical script for the Nizari Ismaili community of South
Asia. Information about Khojki and the justification for its independent encoding is provided in “Proposal
to Encode the Khojki Script in ISO/IEC 10646” (N3596 L2/09-101).

4 Implementation Details

4.1 Script Name

The name ‘Sindhi’ is assigned to the script block. It is more appropriate than ‘Standard Sindhi’, ‘Hindu
Sindhi’, or ‘Hindi Sindhi’. Although ‘Sindhi’ is a generic term, there is no other script in the UCS with this
name. Also, the proposed Sindhi script has no relationship to the Arabic-based Sindhi script and there is
unlikely to be confusion between the two scripts.

4.2 Encoding Model

The general structure (phonetic order, mātrā reordering, use of virāma, etc.) of Sindhi is similar to that of
other Indic scripts based upon the Brahmi model. It is written from left-to-right. Sindhi should be imple-
mented according to the virāma model, as used for Devanagari.

4.3 Allocation

Sindhi is currently allocated to the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (SMP) at the range U+11600..1164F.
This allocation provides sufficient code points for completely encoding Sindhi and offers extra space for
future additions.

4.4 Character Repertoire

A total of 69 characters is required to encode a basic character set for Sindhi. This repertoire consists of 37
consonant letters, 10 vowel letters, 9 vowel signs, 2 various signs, 1 , and 10 digits. Character names
follow the UCS convention for Brahmi-based scripts. A code chart and names list are provided in Table 1
and Table 2.
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4.5 Encoding Order

Different ordering schemes are attested for Sindhi consonant letters. In some sequences the implosive con-
sonant letters (, , , ) appear before their unaspirated counterparts (, , , ), in others
they are placed after. In some orders  appears before  and , and in others it is placed after them
and before ; also, some show  before . In the encoding proposed here, the letters for the implosive
consonants are placed after their unaspirated counterparts,  is placed before , and  before .

4.6 Font

The font for Standard Sindhi is based upon the glyphs given in Figure 3. These glyphs are specimens of
the Standard Sindhi published by the Government of Bombay. The glyph shapes agree with those given by
Grierson in Figure 7 and those used for printing the text whose specimen appears in Figure 5.

4.7 Vowel Signs

Vowel signs function as in Devanagari. The ◌ 𑘱    is written to the left of the consonant with
which it combines.

4.8 Representation of Vowel Letters

Some independent vowel letters may be represented using a combination of a base vowel letter and a depen-
dent vowel sign. This practice is not recommended. The atomic character for the independent vowel letter
should always be used, as shown below:

  

𑘁    𑘀    + ◌𑘰   

𑘆    𑘀    + ◌ 𑘵   

𑘇    𑘀    + ◌ 𑘶   

𑘈    𑘀    + ◌ 𑘷   

𑘉    𑘀    + ◌ 𑘸   

4.9 Consonant Conjuncts

Sindhi consonant clusters generally consist of two consonants. These are written using a visible ◌ 𑘺 ,
represented as C1 +  +  + C2. Half-forms and ligatures are not attested.

4.10 Nasalization

The ◌ 𑘯  is used for indicating nasalization. It is written above the letter with which it combines.
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4.11 Usage of 

The ◌ 𑘹  is used to represent sounds not native to Sindhi, such those that occur in Persian and Arabic
loanwords. The  letters that appear in Sindhi records are given below along with the Arabic letters
they represent:

 

k̲h̲a   +  خ +062E   

ġa   +  غ +063A   

za   +  ذ +0630   

za   +  ز +0632   

za   +  ض +0636   

za   +  ظ +0638   

fa   +  ف +0641   

The  may be written with any vowel or consonant letter. If other combining marks, such as a vowel
sign or , also appear with the base character, then the  should be written first.

4.12 Punctuation

Various punctuation is attested in Sindhi records, such as daṇḍās and Latin marks, such as periods, dashes,
colons, and semi-colons. Sindhi daṇḍās may be unified with those of Devanagari.

4.13 Digits

Sindhi has a full set of decimal digits: 𑙀 𑙁 𑙂 𑙃 𑙄     .

4.14 Number Forms

Fraction signs and currency marks are attested in Sindhi records. They are identical to the characters encoded
in the ‘Common Indic Number Forms’ block (U+A830..U+A83F) and should be unified with them. See
Pandey (2007) for more information on these characters.

4.15 Collation

The collating order for Sindhi is as follows:

𑘀  >𑘁  > 𑘂  >𑘃  > 𑘄  > 𑘅  >𑘆  >𑘇  >𑘈  >𑘉  >𑘊  > 𑘋  >
𑘌  > 𑘍  > 𑘎  > 𑘏  > 𑘐  >𑘑  >𑘒  >𑘓  >𑘔  > 𑘕  >
𑘖  > 𑘗  > 𑘘  > 𑘙  > 𑘚  >𑘛  > 𑘜  > 𑘝  > 𑘞  >𑘟  >
𑘠  >𑘡  > 𑘢  > 𑘣  >𑘤  > 𑘥  >𑘦  > 𑘧  >𑘨  > 𑘩  > 𑘪  >
𑘫  > 𑘬  > 𑘭  > 𑘮  > ◌ 𑘯  > ◌𑘰   > ◌ 𑘱   > ◌𑘲   > ◌ 𑘳   >
◌ 𑘴   > ◌ 𑘵   > ◌ 𑘶   > ◌ 𑘷   > ◌ 𑘸   > ◌ 𑘺 
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A combination of a letter + ◌ 𑘹  is sorted with the base letter. The collating rules for Sindhi  are
identical to those for Devanagari.

4.16 Linebreaking

Linebreaking for Sindhi letters, vowel signs, , , , and digits follow rules for De-
vanagari.

4.17 Character Properties

The properties for Sindhi characters in the Unicode Character Database format are:

11600;SINDHI LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11601;SINDHI LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11602;SINDHI LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11603;SINDHI LETTER II;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11604;SINDHI LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11605;SINDHI LETTER UU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11606;SINDHI LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11607;SINDHI LETTER AI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11608;SINDHI LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11609;SINDHI LETTER AU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1160A;SINDHI LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1160B;SINDHI LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1160C;SINDHI LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1160D;SINDHI LETTER GGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1160E;SINDHI LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1160F;SINDHI LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11610;SINDHI LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11611;SINDHI LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11612;SINDHI LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11613;SINDHI LETTER JJA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11614;SINDHI LETTER JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11615;SINDHI LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11616;SINDHI LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11617;SINDHI LETTER TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11618;SINDHI LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11619;SINDHI LETTER DDDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1161A;SINDHI LETTER RRA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1161B;SINDHI LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1161C;SINDHI LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1161D;SINDHI LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1161E;SINDHI LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1161F;SINDHI LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11620;SINDHI LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11621;SINDHI LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11622;SINDHI LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11623;SINDHI LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11624;SINDHI LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11625;SINDHI LETTER BBA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11626;SINDHI LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11627;SINDHI LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11628;SINDHI LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11629;SINDHI LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1162A;SINDHI LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1162B;SINDHI LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1162C;SINDHI LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1162D;SINDHI LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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1162E;SINDHI LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1162F;SINDHI SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11630;SINDHI VOWEL SIGN AA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11631;SINDHI VOWEL SIGN I;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11632;SINDHI VOWEL SIGN II;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11633;SINDHI VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11634;SINDHI VOWEL SIGN UU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11635;SINDHI VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11636;SINDHI VOWEL SIGN AI;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11637;SINDHI VOWEL SIGN O;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11638;SINDHI VOWEL SIGN AU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11639;SINDHI SIGN NUKTA;Mn;7;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1163A;SINDHI SIGN VIRAMA;Mn;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11640;SINDHI DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
11641;SINDHI DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
11642;SINDHI DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
11643;SINDHI DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
11644;SINDHI DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
11645;SINDHI DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
11646;SINDHI DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
11647;SINDHI DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
11648;SINDHI DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
11649;SINDHI DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;
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Figure 1: Proposed code chart for Sindhi.
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11649Sindhi11600

Digits
11640 𑙀 SINDHI DIGIT ZERO
11641 𑙁 SINDHI DIGIT ONE
11642 𑙂 SINDHI DIGIT TWO
11643 𑙃 SINDHI DIGIT THREE
11644 𑙄 SINDHI DIGIT FOUR
11645  SINDHI DIGIT FIVE
11646  SINDHI DIGIT SIX
11647  SINDHI DIGIT SEVEN
11648  SINDHI DIGIT EIGHT
11649  SINDHI DIGIT NINE

Independent vowels
11600 𑘀 SINDHI LETTER A
11601 𑘁 SINDHI LETTER AA
11602 𑘂 SINDHI LETTER I
11603 𑘃 SINDHI LETTER II
11604 𑘄 SINDHI LETTER U
11605 𑘅 SINDHI LETTER UU
11606 𑘆 SINDHI LETTER E
11607 𑘇 SINDHI LETTER AI
11608 𑘈 SINDHI LETTER O
11609 𑘉 SINDHI LETTER AU

Consonants
1160A 𑘊 SINDHI LETTER KA
1160B 𑘋 SINDHI LETTER KHA
1160C 𑘌 SINDHI LETTER GA
1160D 𑘍 SINDHI LETTER GGA
1160E 𑘎 SINDHI LETTER GHA
1160F 𑘏 SINDHI LETTER NGA
11610 𑘐 SINDHI LETTER CA
11611 𑘑 SINDHI LETTER CHA
11612 𑘒 SINDHI LETTER JA
11613 𑘓 SINDHI LETTER JJA
11614 𑘔 SINDHI LETTER JHA
11615 𑘕 SINDHI LETTER NYA
11616 𑘖 SINDHI LETTER TTA
11617 𑘗 SINDHI LETTER TTHA
11618 𑘘 SINDHI LETTER DDA
11619 𑘙 SINDHI LETTER DDDA
1161A 𑘚 SINDHI LETTER RRA
1161B 𑘛 SINDHI LETTER DDHA
1161C 𑘜 SINDHI LETTER NNA
1161D 𑘝 SINDHI LETTER TA
1161E 𑘞 SINDHI LETTER THA
1161F 𑘟 SINDHI LETTER DA
11620 𑘠 SINDHI LETTER DHA
11621 𑘡 SINDHI LETTER NA
11622 𑘢 SINDHI LETTER PA
11623 𑘣 SINDHI LETTER PHA
11624 𑘤 SINDHI LETTER BA
11625 𑘥 SINDHI LETTER BBA
11626 𑘦 SINDHI LETTER BHA
11627 𑘧 SINDHI LETTER MA
11628 𑘨 SINDHI LETTER YA
11629 𑘩 SINDHI LETTER RA
1162A 𑘪 SINDHI LETTER LA
1162B 𑘫 SINDHI LETTER VA
1162C 𑘬 SINDHI LETTER SHA
1162D 𑘭 SINDHI LETTER SA
1162E 𑘮 SINDHI LETTER HA

Various signs
1162F $ 𑘯 SINDHI SIGN ANUSVARA

Dependent vowel signs
11630 $𑘰 SINDHI VOWEL SIGN AA
11631 $ 𑘱 SINDHI VOWEL SIGN I
11632 $𑘲 SINDHI VOWEL SIGN II
11633 $ 𑘳 SINDHI VOWEL SIGN U
11634 $ 𑘴 SINDHI VOWEL SIGN UU
11635 $ 𑘵 SINDHI VOWEL SIGN E
11636 $ 𑘶 SINDHI VOWEL SIGN AI
11637 $ 𑘷 SINDHI VOWEL SIGN O
11638 $ 𑘸 SINDHI VOWEL SIGN AU

Various signs
11639 $ 𑘹 SINDHI SIGN NUKTA
1163A $ 𑘺 SINDHI SIGN VIRAMA

Figure 2: Proposed names list for Sindhi.
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Figure 3: Characters of the Standard Sindhi script (from M. K. Jetley 1999: 90).
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Figure 4: Cover of a book containing the epic Dodo Chanesar written in Standard Sindhi (photo
from Michel Boivin).
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Figure 6: A specimen of the New Testament printed in the Sindhi script (from The American Bible
Society 1938: 297.) The script labeled ‘Banya characters’ is Standard Sindhi.
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Figure 7: A comparison of consonant letters of Khudawadi and Standard Sindhi (from Grierson
1919: 20).
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Figure 8: Vowel letters and consonant-vowel combinations in Standard Sindhi (from Grierson
1919: 19).
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Figure 11: Comparison of metal-font glyphs for Standard Sindhi and Multani (from Faulmann
1880: 121).
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Figure 12: Top: An inscription in Khudawadi in an ex-voto, alongside the Latin, Devanagari, Ara-
bic, and Gurmukhi scripts, at the shrine of Udero Lal in Hyderabad, Sindh. Bottom: detail of a
portion of the Khudawadi text. Photos taken by Michel Boivin in 2000.
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1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before?: No
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body, user groups of the script

or characters, other experts, etc.)? No
(a) If Yes, with whom?: N/A

i. If Yes, available relevant documents: N/A
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